SB 103: A Comprehensive P-3 Approach to School Turnaround
Thank you Mr. Chair. My name is Bill Jaeger and I am the Vice President of Early Childhood
Initiatives at the Colorado Children’s Campaign. Thank you for the opportunity to testify in
support of SB 103.
Of the 2.5 million students who dropped out of high school in 2015, 1.6 million were firmly set
on that trajectory when they were just 8 years old.1 What did those 8-year-old students have in
common? They received the lowest reading scores on their third-grade literacy exams. A
student’s ability to meet grade-level expectations in third grade plays a significant role in the
likelihood of them graduating high school. A third-grade student who reads proficiently is four
times more likely to graduate from high school than a third grader reading below grade level.
Developmental science has long identified the years from birth through age 8 (the age at which
most children are in third grade) as a critical period during which children’s educational
pathways are set. Brain science tells us that it becomes more difficult—not to mention more
expensive—to close gaps in populations of older children. Based on this science, as well as
economic cost-benefit arguments, Preschool through 3rd grade (or “P-3”) approaches provide a
compelling argument: If children are given a stronger start earlier in life, they will be more
successful in grades 4-12 and beyond.
By the time they reach kindergarten, children from less-resourced backgrounds are often already
more than a year behind their more affluent peers. And kids who start out behind in kindergarten
have a very hard time catching up as they grow up. By the time they start preschool, children
from less-resourced backgrounds have heard around 30 million fewer words than other children
their age.2
In short, development during the preschool through third-grade years sets the tone for children’s
later educational and lifelong success. If we are serious about improving child outcomes and
turning around schools with low performance, we must focus on children’s experiences PreK
through 8 years old.
But under our current accountability structure, the schools with the most disadvantaged students
face accountability pressures that create incentives to assign stronger teachers to the upper grades
and are driving a distribution of effective teachers away from the early years when they can have
some of the greatest impact. ESSA provided states with significant new opportunities to address
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low performance in schools and reverse that trend. Specific provisions create a window to allow
greater flexibility for local schools and districts to direct attention to the early school years.
Specifically, from USDOE Guidance:
“A State is required to use its Statewide accountability system to identify schools for
comprehensive or targeted support and improvement, and to notify each LEA of any school
served by the LEA that is identified as such. LEAs with schools identified for comprehensive
support and improvement must complete, in partnership with stakeholders, including principals
and other school leaders, teachers, and parents (which may include early childhood educators
and experts), a needs assessment for the school. They must also develop and implement a
comprehensive support and improvement plan to improve student outcomes in the school. The
plan must include one or more evidence-based interventions, such as, in the case of an
elementary school, increasing access to high-quality preschool as part of its turnaround strategy
(ESEA section 1111(d)(1)(B)).”3
One of our highest leverage and most evidence-based approaches to supporting young children’s
academic achievement is high quality early learning experiences. There are a number of key
features to this approach which include, but are not limited to: 4,5
1) Establishing or expanding a high-quality preschool program
2) Establishing or expanding a high-quality full-day kindergarten program
3) Providing educators, including preschool teachers, with time for joint planning across
grades to facilitate effective teaching and learning and positive teacher-student
interactions
4) Supporting effective teachers with a deep understanding of child development
5) Implementing developmentally appropriate and aligned instructional tools (standards,
curriculum and assessments)
6) Establishing positive, safe learning environments (culturally inclusive, promote
relationships, and structured to support diverse learners, low staff-child ratio and small
class sizes)
7) Using data to identify and implement an instructional program that is research-based,
developmentally appropriate, and vertically aligned from one grade to the next as well as
aligned with state early learning and development standards and state academic standards
8) Ensuring robust family engagement (prioritizing it, promoting two-way communication,
and cultivating shared decision making)
9) Supporting continuity and early childhood program to Kindergarten transitions (access
and continuity of services, PreK-3 pathway with smooth transitions)
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10) Ensuring administration, especially principal leaders, understand early childhood and
elementary development (leader effectiveness).
These types of robust early learning programs have been shown to produce positive effects on
children’s cognitive skills, behavior, and social and emotional outcomes.6







Senate Bill 103 takes advantage of the flexibility in the recent federal legislation, the
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) to give local districts greater options in addressing
low performing elementary schools.
The problem this bill addresses is that Colorado’s statutes are highly prescriptive
regarding what schools in our state’s lowest performing categories (Priority Improvement
and Turnaround) can do to improve performance. The challenge is that we have, in
statute, not supported the ability of schools and districts to focus on the early elementary
years as a turnaround approach, even if their local needs assessment and the research
indicates this is what would make the greatest impact for children in these schools. We
know that for many schools, focusing on the P-3 years would be among the most strategic
ways to turnaround a low performing elementary school and this bill creates an
opportunity (not a mandate) for this approach to be pursued.
In short, this bill is about adding additional, research-based options for improving low
elementary school performance for struggling schools and districts. As amended by
L.001 and L.002, it does not loosen accountability for chronic low performance, does not
deal with what happens at the end of the “accountability clock,” does not mandate that
the “P-3 Turnaround Approach” described in the bill be pursued by a school or district
(rather, it just adds it as an option), and, ultimately, respects local decisions about how
best to elementary school performance.
Ultimately, creates the added flexibility at the local level to invest turnaround resources
into strategies that we know work.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify and we encourage you to support SB 17-103, as
amended. I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.
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